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LISTEN
To KNMD

-BUY OR RENT
SlJZUKI
lightWeight Motorcycles

Dennison •

o

o

(Continued from Page 1)
tioning that be would seek to get
students on faculty committees
from the curriculum evaluation
committee to the general faculty
committees. He said be felt it
was necessary for students to be
repre:;;ented on faculty commit·
tees because the students should
be involved in the whole academic
proce:;;s.

-------

LISTEN
To KNMD

Sandoval •••

Exhibition by

(Continued from Page 1)
a student . gpvernment and. uni·
versity that was aware that the
only reason either existed was
the student. He said that · the
image of a big imper:;;onal school
that doesn't care about the individual student could only be
avoided by a conscientious attempt by both the administration
and student goveJ"nmeut.
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ALEXANDER. WILSON .

.",

_First artist of the U.S. Win.g_ed Wild.

•••

,. ··.~]~PLANTE GALLERY
.

..

3009 Central N. E.
"Best Supporting
Actor"MARTIN
BALSAM

. ACADEMY ~AWARD
\ .• WtNN~R

333 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

265-7953
"Rental Dept. OPEN SUI\IDAY"
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Condidotes Nome
Left Off Bollot;
Error Corrected

.•

services

303ASH NE

SUMMER RATES
JUNE 25 THROUGH AUG. 19
TRIPLE . . . . . . . • . • . . . . $157
DOU~LE · . . . . . . . . . . . . $175

SINGLE .............. $195
Price includes meals Monday througn
Frid6y, ma.id service, swimming pool
and recreation.

Daily, weekly & monthly occupancy
-with or without food-available.

CALL 243-2881

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Central at Broadway

All UNM students, faculty

Wh;- i; your

NOW SHOWING

LOBO:;::.:~·· ~/~<•··

I

and staff invited.

'- .rt.. n ••

ideal date? Thousan~s :use '.'_C~~tral Co~trol and its hi&h-speed

computer for a live, flesh-and-blood ans~er"~O:th•s question.

M.UST sell: Honda Sport 50, 1964 Model :
excellent shape, new tire.. Call after
6:00 p.m., John Mexal-877·1653.
.C-20, 21. 22

Your ideal dat• - $11Ch ··a person exists, of course.
aet acquainted? Ouf'Central Control computer
processes 10 000 names an hour. How lon& would it take
rou to meet' and- form an opinion of that IIIIIIY people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited person
o1 the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in MJ
area of lhe U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Cenlrll
Coatrol for your questionnaire. Each of· the live will lie
as perfectly JUtched with you in interests, outlook •d

But how to

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales &< repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E &< E Tn>ewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE. phone
243-0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and re!tl'1ing. Sewing and mendinrr. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanfonl SE (close to University), phone 242·7533.
PERSONALS
GIRL to •hare apartment expenses with

DAN DEN~ISON, right, ]\ewly-elected Associated Students President, and Jam McAdams, newly-elected Vice President confer on
programs for the upcoming student government year. '

backgi'OIIId as -cCIIIPIIler sciet!CIIIIal(es possible.
Central. Co!IIJ'ol is nationwide, but its Pfiii'.S are
completely localized. Hllldreds of thousands at vlaorous
and alert subscribers, all sharin& tile desire to -.t thtlr
ideal dates, llave io!JJd CIIIJMr \lltiii&·ID IIi - - . .

working woman and small son. 2 Blocks

from bus line. Call Carol at 242·8051
between II am-5 pm. 4/22, 25, 27.
GREETING cards for f!Yen' oceuion. Con·
tempora17, Mothez:"a Du. AJao Quali~

lli&ldJ:ac;r;ipbille· ~· ·-·-· ..... -

Wcddinz lnvitatiom. GnAhaal'a ~ af
HaUma•k. U01 LoiDu HE.
FLYING students check our new· Jower
ra!e3. Ask about the $5.00 introdUetol1'
offer.. Many additional feature at no

Ali.tivt

.

Dennison Issues Remark

.

On New Election'·.Position

or ioei iaeii diiii Wiii iii ilittjijij. II

lluny and send yoar $3.00 for JOUI' questlnllrl.

extra coot. Call Soutbwostem Skywaya.
HELP WANTED
WANTED: Coleman Tra,·elstead for Student Senate. Reward o!Yered, a Senator
to represent all groups on campus.
4-20, 21. 22

Dan Dennison, newly elected
president of the Associated Students issued a statement to the
LOBO on his winning the election.
"I would like to thank all those
who have expressed their confidence in me during this election.
I just hope I am able to fulfill
their expectations. ·
I would like to commend my
friend, Jess Sandoval, on the·
strong contest he waged. I just
hope that we may all band to·
gether now to undertake the projects and challenges that we will
face.
The Ppportunities and responsibilities will be greater but tcgetber we will be successful.
Jim and I ask your support in
the creation of a New Image in
Student Government. Once again
my mPst sincere gratitude to the
student body,"
Dennison's losing opponent, Jess
Sandoval il!llued this statement to
the LOBO:
"I think it was a. very goOd con~

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
". 2f:p.t;::A~ ~:.~ctiJ,
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ecte·

was inserting campaign material
intq iaau.,. .9f.-th!!l LOBO and pas11•
ing -them'u~~;-·the. Union' to people going to the poUs. He was

SENATE
WINNERS
One Year Terms
Toppino
Carr
Abraham
Mel end res
Horn
Coester
Travelstead
Holder
Miele
Fossum
Carnes
Reed
Six Months Terms
Van Dresser
Brimhall
Bowman
Thorson
Leonard
...,_ -Mc;.GQorCJ•

;., ·· · I'Yforrow

Adrian'
Bratton·
Davidson
Beach
Miller
Joseph

Bond Issue Supported

In its spring congress here yesterday, the· New Mexico Association of College Governments defeated an amendment which would
have accorded "three voting dele·
gates per member school in the .
NMACSG.''
Speaking against the amend·
ment, ASUNM Viec-president
elect Jim McAdams said, "This
goes against our basic one-man,
one-vote philosophy in America.''
He went on to say that the proposed amendment was "based on
'I Spy' Star
the fear of small schools that the
association will be dominated by
one large school. This doesn't
have any sound basis.''
' In other business NMACSG·
pledged its full support to passage pf the $44,000,000 ten-year
By TISH GRANGER
Bill Cosby, one of the stars of bond issue in the election of Nothe television series 'I Spy,' joked vember 8, 1966.
The association plans to "estab·
hi!! audience into tears Saturday
lish
committees on their respective
night in Johnson Gymnasium.
to promote student in-.
campuses
Cosby, ·a former football player
at Temple University in Philadel- volvement in the Action for Eduphia, said that if the audience cation program aimed at positive '
promised not to applaud he would . approval of the bond issue.''
NMACSG Campus Coordinators
give Albuquerque an honest
were
established for each member
compliment. "You've sure got a
school.
The coordinator is to be
lot of good-looking girls on this
appointed
by his respeetive stucampus/' he said.
He said that he knew that there
were no New :Mexico natives on
the campus, that people at the
University met and then "made
natives.''
A total of 27 staff members at
"I write all my own material,"
UNM
received notices of promoCosby said after the show, "and
tions
in rank for the 1966·67
l intend to continue writing.'' The
school
year, Tom L. Popejoy,
UNM Cultural Committee sponUNM
president,
announced.
sored Cosby's visit on campus.
Nine were advanced to the rank
The almost capacity crown
brPugM Cosby back for an encore, of full professor; while 10 have
and he told a few more jokes be~ beeome associate profesi!ors. The
fore he was whisked off to the airw new ratings will become effective
··
· .. ' I fCOritintted on Page 3) ·
' July 1, 1966. ·

27 Are Promoted
To New Positions

)

By CHUCK LANIER
LOBO Staff Writer
Some minor irregularities occured during the student election
on Friday. One candidate's name
was left off one of the ballots and
the campaign procedure of a presidential candidate's backer has
been questioned.
The name of Steve Van Dresser
was left off one of the 36 different
types of ballots used for the rota. tion· of names. This error was discovered at 10 a.m. on Friday and
was corrected then.
The question now arises as to
how many votes were lost by Van
Dresser who is now tied with
Brimhall in thirteenth position.
The problem has been turned
over to the elections committee
and its decision could mean the
difference between Van Dresser
serving a six-month term in senate or a twelve-month term if the
committee decides in his favor.
Another irregularity was the
reported method of campaigning
by Dennison supporter Fred Seligson. It was reported that Seligson

stopped by an election official.
test for the student interest was
When questioned about it, Seliggreater than ever before. All can- son said that only three copies
didates waged clean-cut cam- were passed out and that be didn't
paigns.
· know it was illegal.
I will support Dan in any of
Election official Rik Hess rehis projects and will maintain an ported to· the LOBO that in coninterest in Student Government sidering the number of candidates
activities.
and amount of campaign mateI want to thank all those stu- rial, "I am pleased with the overdents who voted for me."
all election.''

Bill-Cosby Scores
Laugh_ing Success

I

dent body president, and his duties will consist of handling NMACSG corespondence and assisting the president of the association in the execution of NMACSG
programs on his campus.
A newsletter will be sent to
member sc:hools in the future.
The newsletter will describe projects and activities of student
governments of member institutions.
The president of NMACSG and
one other representative will at-

tend the New Mexico High School
State Student Council Convention for the purpose of informing high school student leaders
of the work and purposes pf NMACSG. The association hopes to
interest high school students in
student government.
The congress passed an amendment which read: "Any officer of
NMACSG shall not be elected
from the same member school for
more than two consecutive terms
in the same offiee.''

Dennison Elected
-As .Vote.. Turnouf;
Shotters ·Record
By CHUCK NOLAND
LOBO Stall Writer
Dan Dennison was elected 196667 Associated Students President
Friday over Jess Sandoval in a
record-shattering 1502-1104 vote.
Jim McAdams ·and Tom Joule
were elected Vice President and
NSA CO!lrdinator, respectively.
. Both ran unopposed for their offices.
25 Senators Elected
Twenty-five Senators were e14;r..-.
ted to fill the Student Senate
provided for by the new Associated Student,s constitution adopted last month. The twelve who
received the most votes will serve
a full year· and the rest will serve
until the fall, at which time their
terms will expire. Thereafter,
Senators will be elected on a
staggered basis, 12 in the spring
and 13 in the fall.
The first 12 Senators and their
vote totals are Tom Toppino,
1465; Bill Carr, 1341; Karen Abraham, 1244; Walley Melendres,
1229; Tom Horn, 1202; Neta Coester, 11.18; Cole-man Travelstead
U5lh ~-·-lM"• 108'1.> ~
Miele, 1075; Cheryl Fossum,.,t026;
Sam Carne., 992; ·and Jerry :R,wtd,
. 987.

The 18 Senators elected -~
serve until next faJI and their
vote totals are Steve Van Dresser
976; LeRoy Brihmall, 976; Marci
Bowman, 91il; Joohn Thorson,
948; Jim Leonard, 902; Bob Me~
George, 81; Sam Bratton, 829;
Baker Morrow, 828; Penni Adrian, 823; Pat Davidson, 796; Arthur Beach, 76; Charles Miller,
738; and Lynna Joseph, 730.
Some Doubt Exists
There bas been some question
about the position of Steve Van
Dresser in the final tabulations,
since his name was left off one
of the 36 different ballots which
were made up in order to rotate
the position of candidates' names
on the ballots. The situation was
reportedly cleared up at about
10 a.m. Friday, but there is some
question concerning how mi~ll.r"
votes he lost before then because
of this. Thirteen more votes for
Van Dresser would have meant
the difference between a sixmonth and a one-year term.
One of the newly-elected Sena(Continued on page 8)

2"Y Migs Downed in Dogfight:

United Press International
·.'SAIGON-U.S. Air Force pilots
say they were attacked by 14 to
16. Ciommunist jets in three rounds
of · ~ogfighting over North Viet
:Nam Saturday. The outnumbered
·U.~. jet fighters shot down two
Mjgs, one with a Sidewinder heatse~king missile and the other with
a· radar-directed Sparrow missile.
Both kills were scored by twoman Phantom F-4C jets.
Regular ground anti-aircraft
fire downed two American planes
but none were lost in the threeround aerial battle with the Communist Mig-17's and 21's whose
pilots were described as showing
"very good skill.''
Announcement of the big air
battle yesterday coincided with an
upsurge in ground fighting and a
new flareup of political unrest in
South Viet Nam. In the main development, South Vietnamese government trPops killed 295 Viet
Cong in a furious battle in the
Mekong Delta 108 miles southwest ol Saigoh.

In the northeast near Quang ed combat operations or the
Ngai, U.S. Marines fought their health or welfare o:f our troops.''
way ·out of a Communist trap, Wheeler also reported that "no
leaving at least 32 Viet Cong required air sorties have been
dead. Most of the Communists ap- cancelled. As a matter !If fact, the
patently were killed by air strikes air support given pur forces is
In Saigon, Militant Catholics without parallel iri our history.''
marched through the streets
Vance made the statement !In
flanked by black-shirted guards, ABC's Issues and Answers yestt:i:and demanded that U.S. Ambas· day in answer to ·GOP leader
sador Henry Cabot Lodge "go -Gerald Ford's repeated atlegahome.''
tions-of shortages.
--<1-o-No Bomb Shortages
Terrorists Strike Indian Train
WASHINGTON- Deputy DeCALCUTTA-Rebellioua Naga
tense Secretary Cyrus Vance has tribesmen have been blamed again
quoted the military high com• for sabotaging a passenger train.
mr.nd in denying Republiean A time bomb ripped apart one
charges of bomb shortages in- car of a passenger train stopped
Viet Nam caused by civilian at the niphu station in Assam in
''mismanagement' in the Penta- far northeastern India Saturday
gon. Vance said he had obtained night killing at least 39 persons
his informatiPn :from General and injuring 100. Police who reEarle Wheeler, Chairman of the ported the incident yesterday fear
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
a higher death toll. Last WednesWheeler had put it this way, day, the Nagas, fighting for an in"There have been no shortages in dependent state within India, dy·
supplies for the troops in Viet namited another train killing 55
Nam which. hiiV'! adversely a_ff.eet-. . and. injuring at least 110.
•
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overnment:

will be
speaking
atthe 11 a.m.
CLASSIFIED ADV:Jj:RTISING RATE!'[:
4 line ad., 65c-4 bmes, $2.00. lnserboi)S
must be submitted by noon on day be~ore
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tions Building. Phone 217..4002 or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, fireplace, separate
dining room, .comer Jot w /alley access
to walled yard w/inner walled patio. 0.8
miles to UNM. 323 Amherst Dr. SE.
$14,250; $450 down. 277·2020; 256-1243.
4/22, 25. 27. 28.
MUST seD or trade-Ponche 1959 hardtop
convertible. Make oft'er. Call Dr. Chapman,
298-1484.
4-13, 27

Morning Editor Bob Storey ;
holds the World Record for the
number of cups of colfee c<on•
sumed while waiting for election
returns. Storey drank 207 cups,
but he still fell asleep.

"'

LARRY
WHITE

CUSHMAN: MOTORS

EXICOLOB

I•

FORMER ALL-AMERICAN
UNM ATHLETE
Come in <my day for FRE.E riding
fnstructions then !lENT a carefree
dc;iy of· sport and adventure • • •
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··viet Nom Aid ·Project. Revealed as Spy Front
By CLARENCE FANTO
Collegiate Press Service
EAST LANSING, Mich. (CPS)
-Michigan State University last
week admitted that five agents of
. the Central Intelligence Agency
infiltrated an MSU aid mission in
South Viet Nam, but school officials said the five were fired as
soon as their true identity was
learned. MSU dropped the program shortly thereafter.
The story was revealed last
week by Ramparts, 11 liberal,
Catholic, California based maga-

zbie published monthly.
The magazine charged that the
MSU project served as a front
for the CIA mission and the1·eby
violated the 1954 Geneva agreements, which ended the war between France and nationalist Viet
Minh forces.
The program, which was financed by the U.S. government,
cost American taxpayers $25
million, the Ramparts article said.
An MSU spokesman said a figure
of $10 million was closer to the
truth.

The article charged that the
MSU · mission helped train a
militia for the regime of Premier
Ngo Dinh Diem and financed guns
and ammunition for Diem's civil
guard. MSU said the school
trained Diem's police force only
and set up a civil service program
for his government..
"CIA agents were hidden within the range of the MSU professors in the Viet Nam project,".
the Ramparts article charged.
"The agents' instructions were to
engage in counter espionage and

counter intelligence."
R11mparts said Michigan State's
project showed "the decay of tra·
ditional academic principles found
in the modern univerli!ity on the
make,"
.
The MSU project in Sollth Viet
Nam included the acquisition of
research about the nation as well
as recommendations on building
constrpction and equipment design.
Dr. Ralph H. Smuckler, acting
dean of MSU's international programs, denied the magazine's al-

legations before MSU officially
acknowledged that the informa·
tion ;in .th4il ...:a=r.:ti::..:".:::le:.....:.w:.:a:.:s_c_o_r_.r_ec_t.:..._

.... , KNME.Wins Award

The. University's educational
television station, KNME, opei'·
ated jointly with the Albuquerque
public schools, has won a National Educational Network award
for its !!how for pre-schoolers-kindergarten, Presentation to
KNME's program director, Dr.
Wayne Bundy, was made at the
first N-E-T Awards Ceremony.

Yesterday, you may have had a reason
for missing a good, nourishing breakfast.

'

In five years th!' new ,S~~ion
to Zimmerman' Librafy
be
barely adequate'to meet th' t.
dent's needs, . . .
· e s u. .· .
H d l'b .
ea. 1 ~ar!an, Dav.td O,l Kelley, satd. that m three years more
space will be made by converting
the faculty offices in the basement
and second floors to make more
room,
.
.Kelley sa!d that use of much
m1crofilm will save space, He said
that the expected ·increase in enrolhnent at UNM and th~ lack of
the necessary finances will make
the new addit!on adequate for
only a short
while, Delay
Shipment

\viii

said. He smd that t~ere are now
t!56~goO;Oolumes whiCh can grow
F ' F.l
.
our ' oars In New L1br~ry
The top floor of the new library
·will be devoted to social sciences;
second floor, humanitie:s; main
floor general reference· and basement, sciences and englneerin'g. ·
"In addition to more graduate
can·ells, the faculty will have
closed carrells with locks , said
Kelley,
·
'
Kelley said not to ruin the
spirit of the old architecture,
architects made the new building
"T" shaped. "The architects did a
very
on the exterior design,"fine
saidjobKelley.

card ~atalogue on an accounting
machme and do not rely on a!ready prepared cards from the LIbrary of Congress," Divett said,
"We use all capitals and no lowm•
case letters on our cards," he said.
He said that a plastic guide is
put on those card
h' h
ference or researc~ ~0 ~~-s. are reData processing library cards
are issued. It takes a student on!
t th Y
18 second t 0 h k
book
s
c ec ou
ree
s.
Carrells Not Assigned
"Carrells are not assigned to
students except for a few in fJ•ont
of a call Divett
panel for
intems,"
said.doctors and

Divett said that the libi·ary is duced book cards and plates, and
now wo~·king· on getting all serials got them all reS~dY for use in
catagorized and produced into a only eight days."
book catalogue.
"The Medical Sciences Library
A
d
war ~d Rese~rch Gra~t
takes traditional library proceedTh_e Medical SCiences Library urea and looks at them in a busihas JUst been awarded a $165,000
grant fol' !'esearch work. They ness man's point of view," said
hope to change from a pun.ch ca~·d Divett.
to a computer method whiCh Will
speed up. the proc~ss even more.
Funds Will be recetved July 1 for
COVERED WAGON
three years.
Divett said that .the last day of
SEE INDIANS MAKE
August, 1964, 11 shipment of 8,000
TURQUOISE JEWELRY
volumns of seria~~ was received
OLD TOWN
1 ' 'I
from
Hollan~di.~iWie~~~in~piaickieidii::ii:ii:ii:iii;i;i;ii;;;=!
them, checked
the entries, JJl'O-

Because o! a delay in shipment
Data Processing System
"Every process in the libra1:y
of new furmture, the new library
A completely different type of comes back to data processing,"
WARNINGwill not be ready until .the _fall of library on the UNM campus is the said Divett. He said that catalo1966. When all t?e.mOVlf!g IS c~m- Medical Sciences Library. A gue cards, over due notices and
Agents of A. U. N. T., see
pleted, ~he old library circulation punch card data processing sys- daily book lists come out of the
desk Will be the reserve book · tem is used, but this is more ex- 407 IBM machine. "We even have
message in Friday's LOBO .
r~om. The old reserve book room
pensive for IBM machines must . our own off-set press," said
will b~ the ~onors headquarters be bought.
Divett.
----~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!lli!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IJI!!!!
and _will be m no way ~ part of
Robet•t T. Divett, head librarian,
t~e l1brarr. The ~al'l·ells m the old said that this system is very benelibrary Wl!l contmue to be used.
ficial to students for they can find
"There. Is 60,000 :;quare feet in material much faster.
the ~ld library coml!a_red,to 100,- . . "One difference in our library
000 m the new additiOn, Kelley - 1s that we produce cards for our

Today, you don't.

Are Practical

:J

Offered
By University of l-lawaii

Tourism Courses

:

:

HONOLULU, Hawaii (CPS)- ing the first one in any of the
To many students with a C aver- States.
age and a surfboard, the UniverPractical Courses
sity of Hawaii provides a pleasant
Teaching the subject at the
alternative to the immediate con- University of Hawaii is divided
frontation with problems of the into practical courses-such items
world-the draft or work.
as ticket sales-and theory, she
But the Beatrice E. Wallerstein, said.
the school's location and the
The program hasn't done much
state's natural resources provide about recruiting students as yet,
an unbeatable backdrop fpr a she said, but she feels that a numpioneer center for studies in the ber of states will send specialists
arts and sciences of tourism.
to the university to take a course
Tourism Program
or two and, perhaps later, work
Miss Wallerstein, who is assist- on a graduate degree in tourism.
ant professor of travel industry
management at the university,
said the school is offering for the
first time this year who could be
called a full-scale program in
tourism.
She was quick to assert that the
program is not all that new.
(Continued from Page 1)
There are university programs in port under police el:lcort to catch
tourism in Switzerlan!l, Austria, , a 10:30 p.m •. plane to Los AnGermany, France and Italy which geles.
Cosby said that he was happy
lead to a doctorate.
But this program will have the to say that I Spy will be appearadvantage, she points out, of be- ing again next season;

=

Bill Cosby Scores
Laughing Success·

'

FREE· SlUDENT STORAGE
:

Now you can have
new Carnation
instant breakfast
~makes Milk a meal
that's too good to miss.

DON'T CART ALL YOUR
WINTER CLOTHES HOME!!
'.

.

Let Sanitary laundry and
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Dry

Cleaning

stare 'them

FREE.

Save thaf trunk space for
$Chao! mementos.
Just ·call us,.-243·567.• for ·•
quick 2-way rQdici pfck·up.

·~
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Each glass delivers as much protein as two eggs, <::() as much mineral nourishment as two strips of

t

crisp bacon,

~=it'

more. energy than two slices of buttered toast,

0

and even Vitamin C-the

orange juice vilami~ It o;:Omes in a lot of great flavors, too. Look for them in your cereal section.

~· · "·.can:take· the

press-itut•f: Lee-Prest slacks

~

Pay only the regular dry
cleaning charge when you
pitk them up In the Fall. ·

FOR STUDENTS

.

Nothing

~·

'"

~

NO MINIMUM BUNDLE

I

.....

Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't be. Those LeePrest· Leesures can't help but stay crisp and neat. No matter what you· ·'
put them through. They have a new permanent press. So the crease stays
in. The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And that's without ironing. No
touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's special blend of 50% polyester
and 50% comQed cotton. For wash and wear ... with conviction.
Incidentally, that permanent press is the only change we've made ·
in Leesures. They still have that lean, honest look ... smart, tailored fit.
New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their permanent press yourself. It isn't
necessary, but it's a great way to spend an evening. From $6.00 to $8.00.

Lee-PResT®Lee.sures® . . "'"
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H, D. Lee Company, Inc., l<ansos Cily, Mo. G414t. ALSO AVAiLABlE IN CANAOI\,
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From the Left

Published Mon<Jay, Wodneoday, Thursday and l"ridaY of the tegular Univeroity year by the
Student Publications Board pf the Associated Students of the University of New· Mexico,
Second class p~tsge pai<l at Albuq11erque, New M.exlco. Printed by the University Printing Plant. Subscription rate: $4.50 !or the school Year. paYable in advance, All editorials
and. signed columns express the views of the writer ~nd not necessarily those of the Studt:mt PubJi~ati(>ns Bonrd or or the- Unive·rsity. .
·

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than _250 words,,
typewritten, double spaced. Name,
telephone number and addrese
must be included, although name
wiD be withhela upon l'<lQUESt..

Editor-in-Chief ---------------------------~: _______ James Jansson
Managing Editor ---------------------------------- Barbara Warne
Business Supervisor ------------------------------ Richard French·
Advertising Manager -------------------------------- Richard Pfaff
Morning Editor ------'-------------------------------- Bob Storey
Sports Editor -----------·----------------------------- Paul Couey

AN EARLY START
Dear Editor:
Mike Ward seems to be proud
of the enemy losses which he
quotes as 7,000 dead this year
ahme. Coupled with our own
lo:s;;;es, these are tragic figures,
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANKS
:not something to boast about.
How can we be proud of 7,000
THE LOBO congratulates the winners in last week's stuhumaus lost, all of whom, without
the fear and hate . prevalent in dent body elections. But thanks should also be extended to
the world today, and raving in . the losers.
Q~i">r"iWD country, might have led
No raal race can be held without winners and losers and
thoughful and peaceful lives.
Why, I'll be asked, should I wouy its losers who have provided the competition to make the
about the "gooks"? Why? Because they aren't our enemies race.
just by being alive. They have
Just as the LOBO congratulates Dan Dennison for the
been made the objects of fear
and hate by. our system of caring fine campaign he waged, Jess Sandoval must be thanked
only for ourselves. .
for having the courage and the interest in student governBy "our" system, I don't mean
the American system, but the en- ment to make the post of chief executive a position earned
tire world system. We must start rather than given away.
somewhere to stop these feelings:
the fear of knowledge that leads
STUDENT COURT and the Elections Committee have
to book burning, the blind hate
also demonstrated a positive and excellent competence in
against an unknown "enemy."
And we must start now, at any handling the elections. Despite several mishaps, this is probcost save violent revolution, to
make a change apd turn to world- ably the most fairly and efficiently run election this campus
wide trust and love.
has ever seen.
Sincerely,
Kathie Bailey
In particular, Pete Rinn. and Ward .Koeberle must be

!'

'

t

THE RIGHT
Dear Editor:
I have read with interest Mr.
Cooper's declaration stating his
refusal to pay income taxes. No
one disputes this man's right to
disagree with the masses of citizens who do pay their taxes, although I am sure this country
would be in one hell of a shape
of everyone thought as Mr.
Cooper does. For example . . . I
wonder which University Mr.
Cooper would be attending now
if no person in this country had
ever met their tax obligations'!
1 am surprised at Mr. Cooper's
naivete, for he might have a refund coming to him.
<(.,r f
Sincerely,
Paul S. Bundy

singled out for their contributions towards the smoothly administered election. Both worked long hours to tabulate
the election results as quickly as possible.
THE SUM TOTAL of last weeks elections indicate that
student government on this campus may ,be approaching a
. golden era.

A THANK YOU
Dear Editor:
I am happy and proud to be
one of the newly elected senators
for next year. To those campaign
workers and students who voted
for me, I want to say "thank you.''
I also want to sincerely "thank"
Jim Jansson and his LOBO staff,
Jim Branch, and Tom Isgar for
their fine endorsements.
Lenny Miele

Recreation Club
The Recreation Major Club will
be held Tuesday at 6 :30 p.m. in
. Boom 259 of the Union. The new·
· "iy~ lormed group invites any interested recreation majors to attend ..
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A HEALTHY TURNOUT
STUDENT ELECTIONS are apparently bigger than ever.
The question, though, is why'?
The nearly three thousand students who turned out to
vote smashed all previous voting records at UNM. The fortyodd candidates who sough election to office is likewise a
record number of active participants.
Those who bemoaned the fact that there wasn't enough
interested or qualified people to make up more than one
slate should have been taught a lesson.
Apparently, the more people the average student knows
who are running Jor office, the more likely he is to vote.
This might account for the large turnout.
Certainly nothing is healthier for the political atmosphere
on this campus than keen competition for the elective offices offered.

.•

STUDENTS should guard against the rise of any single
political party next year which might try to dictate who
will win and stifle the vital competitive aspect of'the elections.
-Jim Jansson
·r,

April~.
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are wrong and. there is no menace,

.....

..

is so far not too great a strain
on the United States' resources,
but ia it even a desirable .strain?
We are spending far more than
the "Communist · menace,"
There are those who say we
wlll "lose face" if we withdraw
now. Isn't that a "fuillZY conception"? It has too often been used
tO get the peoples. of one. nation
to fight the peoples of anotheJ.',
Because of this "honor" it is f!ll'
too easy to ·take differences between nations o:ff the conference·
tables and onto. the battlefield.
Unfortunately, there are still a
few poli:ticians who · would spill
the blood of our people to pre•
serve our nation';;; ''honor" ·but
does "honor" have a valid posi-'
tion in a Realpolitik approach to
international relations?
And there are those who say
that if we left now, we would be
deserting the Vietnamese people.
Leaving them to a fate more horrible tha!l Diem? This writer can
discern little difference between
Diem'!!• autocracy, the present
military: oligarchy and the rule
of Ho Ch~ Minh.
A fairly. intclligeut man might
even say if these things are true,
and perhaps they are, and if we're
not all fools, ·which we hope we're
not, then the only rational reason
for our military presence in Viet
Nam must be self-interest, perhaps to secure some economic in·
terest or to establish a "democracy" with Marines.
Of course, the liberal turned
Realpolitiker cannot argue with
this severe approach. He returns
to his "fuzzy thinking" for all
we can oppose our democratic imperialism with are the vague, trite
concepts of honesty, equality and
the self-determination of nations.
Thus, ultimately, his realism is
self-defeating. Although he can
try to analyze a situation objectively, his philosophy, his "soul"
if you wish, is <;>pposed to tho
potentially vicious self-interest of
a large powerful nation when it
interferes in affairs beyond its
proper jurisdiction.
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Unlike· much ·re-issue material
which h:ttrigues and captures
audiences with its nostalgic and
historic impre;;;sivemiss, old modern jazz .rarely finds a place on
the record dealer'!! shelf because
of its unusually outdated approach.
Such is not the case with the
timeless quality of one of the
most undated, poetic albums ever
recorded - "Moonlight in Vermont," featuring guitarist Johnny
Smith a.nd saxophonist Stan
Getz. Since its appearance in
1952, this LP has achieved great
success and has retained its timeless quality, a combination al-

"
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Coprrilht 1966 PeterS. Fischer
No.A II
Solve the JH.IZZie by fllll'nl In the cluea, 1·16 down. Numbers afier each clue lnd!c:ete
the letters P.r word. Skfp a ·spilce between words. Letters spotted throulhout the
puzzle are. there to help you determine where to poslll9fl your answer. 11ie puzzle
answers will appear In the ll!'rd•red horizontal linn.

The Puzzle
Here's another two-fisted action hero.
How about telling us who he is, and
who played him on radio and on
television.
The Clues
1. Glenn Ford nickname in Blackboard Jungle (5)
2. Voice of Francis, the Talking
Mule (5)
3. Cindy's favorite funnyman (4, S)
:4. Bookie in Bells Are Ringing (S,
3, 2)
5. "---Bess" (7)

6. Foxy swashbuckler (5)
7. TV's Jerry North (7)
8. He was once in love with 9 Down

(6)

9. See 8 Down (3)
10. Elvis Presley's surname in Love
Me Tender (4)
11. Refugee from Boys Town (4, 6) .
12. Pride of the FBI, TV style (7, 6)
13. Paul Muni and David Wayne

Film Presentation
The Pallas Club, Mother's Club
of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, is
sponsoring a movie this month as
its annual fund-raising project.
The movie "Walk in the
Shadow" will be shown April 27
at Dan Pancho's Theater at 7:15
and 9 :15 p.m. and tickets will be
on sale at the door. Proceeds from
the showing will go to the fraternity's building fund.

starred in the movie based on his
book (6, 5)
14. Setting of Dore Schary flick (1 0)
15. Chip off the old Marshall (6, 4)
16. Mountain Mcailntock's (Rivera's)
trainer (4)

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

. JOHNNYSMlTH
(Photo.by KendalL)

r

or our allies are not the good
friends we would like to believe.
As for the Asian people losing
faith in the strength of democracy, how many of them know
what democracy is? How many of
their governments are really responsible and responsive to all
the people?
The only friends or allies we
have which possess any great
Six Air Foree ROTC cadets
military and industrial power are
England, West ·Germany and from UNM have completed flight
France. The last is now: .iJstranged training in a Cessna 150 propellerfrom us; the second,~ one feels, driven aircraft.
will safeguard its own interests
They are James Coyne, James
first, and the first, w\lich seems
to be our closest supporter, does Page, Robert Steele, all Albuquernot feel-compelled to fight North que; Jeffrey Harris, Clinton, Md.;
Viet Namese expansion !lither. No William Hawkins, Gallup, and
country which could support us Robert Stafford, Church Rock,
with relatively large numbers of N.M.
The students received the traintToops is willing.
Why should the American war ing at reduced rates through a
mathine fight others' wars when program sponsored by the UNM
these other nations :will not live Air Force Detachment. The proup to their obligations? The war gram is open to senior cadets.

later, Benny Goodman as both
arranger and musicia!l.
·The Johnny Smith style of
guitar has always been fresh,
easy: to listen to, and simplicity
personifted.
Get!$ Hjghlighted
·By Pete Kendall
Stan Getz needs no documentation. It must .be remembered,
however, that in 1952, Getz was
most unheard of in :modern jazz still a rising musician, even
though his eJ~:traordinary talents
today.
·
with the tenor salt had already
Varied Background
bee:n recognized.
The foundatiou of the record
Jchnny Smith, a self-taught
itself
is laid around the title
musician, began his career as a
theme.
concocts a lovely
hillbilly gnitarist but was quickly melody Smith
with Getz filling in
converted to jazz music before he phrases and restating . Smith's
entered the army for four yead. guitar runs. This version 'of
Johnny was not solely a faultless "Moonlight in Vermont" is, in
exponent of jazz and ballad short, a classic, .and to this
guitar, as his records indicate, writer's knowledge, has no equal
for he once played lead trumpet, in small group modem jazz.
violin, and viola in several Air
Uniformity Unm;;:tched
Force bands and concert units.
The other numbers on which
Later he served Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Or- Smith and Getz perform are
chestra as its guitarist, and still "Tabu," "Tenderly," "Jaguar,"
"Stars Fell on Alabama," and
"Where or When." "Tenderly"
and "Stars ..•" which are particularly impressive due again to
the perfect integration of Smith's
ballad-jazz guitar and Getz's
adaptability to this style. It is a
pity that these two have not gotten together to record a more recent album.
The only fault of the album
stems from the technical viewpoint of the listener who cannot
fathom a poorly recorded piece
of music. This is a good point,
but Roost Records, the producer,
has done little or nothing to correct it.

SWEET AND HOT

B

REALPOLITIK
It is often said that those liberals and other elements who wish
the· United States to withdraw
from Viet Nam now are guilty of
"fuzzy thiuking," and''that if we
withdrew without defeating the
"Communist menace'' ' all our
allies will lost faith in, us and the
strength of democracY'r
All l'igt, let's be re$listic, let's
play the game of "rea~politik." ,
The government in' Saigon· is
recognized by most of the world's
governments as the legal government of VietNam. Also, most of
the world's governments ,. appear
to have accepted the premise that,
rightly or wrongly, North Viet
Nann is pursuing an aggressive
military • policy against South
Viet Nam. It would then seem
that SEATO which "declared the
intention of the signatory powers
to coordinate efforts for collective
defense and the preservation of
peace and security against aggression and subversion in the
general area of Southeast Asia
and the Southwest Pacific" should
inte1-vene. The United States, the
largest power, is there, as is is
Australia. Where are France,
England, the Philippines, Thailand and Pakistan? That the
United States is presently win·
ning the war seems uncertain,
and though more than, ttoops is
necessary fo effectively pacify the
country, large reinforcements.
would greatly help. The other
powers have contributed little
more than moral encouragement
and token aid. South Korea, not
even a member of SEATO, has
contributed more troops than any
nation but the United States.
So how valuable are our allies
in this area? If they, who are
physically so much closer to the
"Communist menace" than we, do
not feel sufficiently involved or
threatened to contribute concrete
help, why should we? Either we
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Los Mochis, MexicQ Is Seen
As Charming Vacation Spot

Colorado loyaltY Students for Democratic Society
Oaths Ouestioned cons1.d.ers coun ter o·
It
. rar: Measures

'

t.

I

I

CollegiatePressService
·
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-The
CHICAGO (CPS) - Students
University of Colorado is starting
a court action to determine the for a Democratic Society is planconstitutionality of Colorado's ning. a nationwide diatribution of
literature and a "counter draft
state loyalty oath for teachers.
The University recently lost a test" on each of the three dates
prospective philosophy teacher, the Selective Service System has
University of New Hampshire chosen for its examination for colprofessor Asher Moore, because l~ge students,
he felt he could not sign the oath,
SDS National Secretary, Paul
which requires a teacher to affirm Booth, estimated that two-and-a·loyalty to the Colorado and U.S. half million students will take the
conf!titutions.
Selective Service examination "beThe Board of Regents last week cause they don't want to go to
voted to :fi'le a suit in Boulder's Viet Nam." The results from the
District Court to obtain a de- tests will be used by .local draft
claratory judgment on the con- boards to help determine college
troversial oath. The suit will cite deferments.
a recent Supreme Court case in
Chief among the material SDS
which the state of Washington hopes to distribute at all of the
oath similar to Colorado's was de- test Bites is a two-page "examinaclared unconstitutional because of tion" on the war in Viet Nam.
vagueness.
The leatlet will contain factual
Several states require loyalty questions about the war; answers
oaths of all prospective teachers, will be included a the bottom of
in universities <IS well as elemen- the second page, Booth said.
tary and secondary schools and
On another matter, Booth said
in private as well as public the promised FBI investigation of
schools. Howard Mumford Jones, his organization seems to be una Pulitzer prize-winning author derway.
and retired Harvard English proRole 'Strictly Legal'
fessor, broke an agreement to
Attorney
General Nicholas Katteach at the University of Texas
zenbach
had
told a Chicago news
this semester because of the
conference last October that SDS
state's loyalty oath.
Jones, who described the oath was among groups figoring in a
as "thoroughly vicious," said that Justice Department investigation
it was in fact "a disclaimer oath, into the anti-draft movement. The
not a loyalty oath." Such oaths, SDS role has been strictly legal
he said, "assume a person goilty -"counseling and giving inforuntil he proves himself innocent.'' mation on conscientious objec-"
Jones' own institution, Harvard tion," Booth asserted.
University, is now engaged in a
The only .Places Booth would
controversy with a young econom- identify as areas where inquiries
ics teacher who has been fired for about SDS had been made by
refusing to sign the Massachu- federal agents were Wesleyan
setts loyalty oath required of all University in Middletown, Conn.,
teachers. Samuel Bowles, who is and Yale University.
challenging the Massachusetts
At Wesleyan, Stanley Idzerda,
law in the courts, claims the oath dean of the college, said an FBI
is unconstitutional.
agent had asked him two weeks
ago for the names of all students
in the college's SD.S chapter and
Veterans \nformation had been refused such data. Idzerda said the college kept no
Q.-I understand that in order such lists and "we consider the
for a l•eteran to use VA hospital student's activity his own affair.''
facilities .for a nonservice-connected disability he must signify
that he is unable to pay for the
service required. Is this right?
There will be a meeting of the
A.-For a veteran to be treated
in a Veterans Administration hos- Pre-Med Society on Tuesday,
pital for a nonservice-connected April 26, at 8 p.m. in Room 231-B
disability, first it must be deter- of the Union. All interested stumined by a doctor that the vet- dents are urged to attend.
eran needs hospitalization, secondly a bed must be available and
third the veteran must state that
The
he could not afford to pay for this
Monterey Institute
treatment in a private hospital.
of Foreign Stuclies
Q.-Are compensation or pension payments for a veteran's
10 Week Summer Session
child discontinued at age 18?
JUNE 20 TO AUGUST 27
. A.-Payments for the benefit ..
of a child may be continued to
7 Week Session
age 23 if the child is unmarried
For Graduates Only
and is attending an approved
JULY 11 TO AUGUST 27
school.
LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZAnONS of
Q.-Is it true that a veteran
Arabia, China, France, Germany, Itwho has received a service-conaly, Japan, Russia and Spain (native
nected disability payment for
more than 20 years cannot have
instructors).
it taken away from him? My husElementary and Intermediate courses,
band received a service-connected
16 units.• Intermediate and advanced
disability of 20 per cent in 1945.
courses,
12 units. Upper division
Be was told that after 20 years
courses,
12
units. Graduate courses,
he could not have his disability
8
units.
taken away from him and also
that it could not be reduced. Is
POLITICAL ARTS. Calllprehenslve pr6o
this correct?
grams, combining fundamental couf'S.
A.-If a veteran has had a eeres with areo at,ccies an West.rn
. vice-connected disability ·for 20
~llrope, Rulllla and Eastern fui'Ope,
yean, the eervice-connectii)D will
Far Eastt Near East, and latin Amer•
lea.
.
not be taken away froin him 111i·
le1111 it was obtained through fraud
Bachelor of Arts and Mcuter of Am
· and his compenllation cannot be
in langll<lges and civilizations and in
redneed below the lowest per cent
political arts.
that he held durin&' the 20-year
period.

Climate of Suspicion
"It Is unfortunate," he added,
"that a climate of suspicion can
be created by such activities that
might lead students to be more
circumspect than the situation requires. Things like this can be a
danger to a free and open community if men change their behavior
because of it."
"
Wesleyan was the scene last
month of a protest against the
war, including an eight-day ·fast
that was held in conjunction with
those of several other New England colleges.
Mter the college's semi-weekly
newspaper ,the Argus, headlined
the investigation last Friday, Idzerda received another contact
from the FBI on Saturday. This
time, he said, an agent contended
there had been a "misunderstanding" and asserted there was no
investigation of the society but
rather an inquiry into "possible
infiltration of the SDS ehapter
by Communist intluence.''
The FBI office in' New Haven

By BARBARA E. WARNE
Me:!tico, ah, Mexico!
Just grab a rose for your teeth,
a sombrero for your head and
you're off. But off on, or in, what?
If you have a car, or a friend .
who has a car, you can drive
down. Stop where you want and
do what you want for as long as
you want. That is if you know
what to look for and can speak
Spanish well enough to get along.
You could hitch-hike down.
Don't make. an itinerary, just go.
But you really should be able to
speak Spanish; you couldn't take
much luggage, and you would
·have· to be one of those adventurous people who likes being alone
and can get along with strangers.
Otherwise, take a tour.
Went On Tour
This reporter along with anumber of other news media people
from throughout the state were
invited by Continental TJ:ailways
to view their new five day tour
from El Paso to Chihuahua to
Los Mocbis, which is on the e~ast
southwest of Chihuahua.
The tour is decent 'a'nd Los
Mochis is one of the most beautiful vacationing cities in the
world. To be ranked· next to the
beautiful but little kriown Lugano,
Switzerland. One of the reasons ·
why both are so great is that they
are little known to American
tourists who have a notorious reputation for spoiling any pleasant
spot. Besides few Americans, Los
Mochis can boast of nice weather ·
and a lovely bay, Topolobambo,
and a general atmosphere which

nied charges circulated at Yale
and Wesleyan that agents had
questioned the roommates of
Yale SDS members.

said its files were confidential
and it would be unable to discuss
the exact nature of its, investiga.
tion. An FBI spokesman also de-

e

The Rosicrucla11 Order, AMORC, will hold an information meeting on May
at 7:30 PM in Room 212, Mitchell Hall, and .extends a cordial invitation to all
members of the Grand. lodge who have not attended meetings of the local
organization! also non-members who wish information concerning the Order
are cordially invited.

Exhibition by

ALEXANDER WILSON

-First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N. E.
FIRST AND GOLD

DIAL 247-4347

MAKE THE EVENINCi
MEMORABLE-RENT
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CO.t,T and TROUSERS 6.50
-COMPLE.T~ ,OUTFIT ONLY $10.00
Includes St\irt, Cummerbund, Suspenders, ·11qnd~erchlef, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and Boutonniere.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICI!
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219
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Heading for the beach this vacation? Don't bring losable cash. Bring First National City travelers checks. You
can ca~h them all over the
and abroad. But their big advantage Is a faster refund system,
.,

The deadline for submitting applications for the editorships of
the Summer LOBO, the 1966-67
LOBO, the 1967 MIRAGE and the
THUNDERBIRD magazine has
been moved up to noon on May 2.
The Student Publications Board
will meet at 7:30 p.m., Thursday,
. May 5 instead of April 28 as previously announced. All applicants
are expected to attend this meeting.
Undergraduate students interested in these positions should
have a scholarship index of not
less than 2.3, and should have
read the Student Publications
Board Charter and Statement of
Policy.
Applications and/or letters
must be turned in to either Mr.
William Huber, University office,
or to Room 159, Student Publications building. Forms are available at the LOBO office.

u.s.

Other travelers ·checks
are every bit as good as

First National Ci!Y BankS

Applications are now in order
lor the two annual Grunsfeld
Awards for History majors.
Awards are made on the basis of
, general seholarship and finaneial
need. Candidates should be students who will have completed at
least 60 hours by the end of this
semester, and must be graduates
of New Mexico high schools. Students wishing to apply should piek
up application forms in the Student Aids Office, Building Y-1.
The award is worth $125. The
deadline for the receipt of applications is .May 15.
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CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CPS) ~
Radcliffe, an .exclusive ·Eastern
women's collegEi,. will . open . its
doors next fat Ito students from
low-income faroili~s. ~ . ... , ". ..
The college's Knancial aid program, supplemented by $17,000
from the Federal Educational Opportunity Gtan~tl :::Ptogram, . will
be distributed' arilong' 50: 'Students.
Individual grants will range from
$200 to $800, depending upon what
the parents are able to contribute,
an dwill be supplemented by college funds •.
. "We as yet have very little rep•
resentation of the lower half of
America•s economy," Radcliffe
president Mary I. Bunting ex·
plained.

/

••.un~ you lOse them!
I

JSI66-67 Academic Year
Fall Semester: Septerr~ber 26, 1966
Ia January 28, 1967.
Spring Semester: February 6, 1967
to May 27, 1967.

I ·

ni

Other leading travelert checks, like First
National City travelers checks, can be cashed
all over the world.
But if you think all travelers checks are alike,
you may be in for a rude shock if you should
lose your checks.
With other leading travelers checks, elaborate
and time-consuming inquiries often have to be
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
get your money back. Who wants to wait?
But, if you lose First National City travelers

Accredited by the Western As-lotion of Schools and Colleges as a
Liberal Arts lnstliutlan.
For Information write to:
Office of Admissions #77

THE

MONTEREY INSTITUTE
OF FOREIGN STUOIES

.

.

checks, you don't have to worry. There are more
than 20,000 places around the world authorized
to give you a fast refund-right on the spot!
First National City travelers checks come from
the leader in world-wide banking, and have
been in use over 60 years. They are known and
accepted in more than a million shops, hotels
restaurants, air terminals, etc., the world over:
Next time you travel, insist on First National
City travelers checks,
They cost just one cent per dollar.

First National City Bank Travelers Checks

Past Office Box 710
MONTE~EY,

CALIFORNIA, 93942
Telephone (408) 373-4779

~

Sold by banks everY.where

---

. ·.
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Like $6 to $10 an hour1 Be your own boss, start now, height of season. Sell irresti•
ble product-Permnguard-new non-toxic in"'1Cticide and repellent. Revolution in
insect control. KilL• by dehydration. Get in on ground floor. Pyramid sales plan, you
profit also from soles of people you recruit ·to Sflll, anYWhere. No territories-go
where you want, commissions 4Q .. 60o/<'• Farmers with thous~nds of acres aTe $witching
tQ Permaguarcl. OrchardsJ dairies, ranches, restaurants, warehouses, storage eleva•
tors homes-anywhere there are Qugs. Ground coarse is fQOd supplement for ~nimU
supPli~s trace minerals, kills internal parasites, etc. No anlea experience n~saey,
only sincere interest. Saleo meeting Mon., Apr. 26, 7 :SO p.m., Desert Inn, lOth 1:
Central S.W. See me there or contact me by card, Elizabeth B, Thurston, 1417
Princeton N,E. ab\lut future meetings.

CLINICAL PHARMACY
PH. 255-1647

5002 GIBSON BLVD. S.E.
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO. U.N.M. STUDENTS•.
PRESCRIPTIO!'IS SICK ROOM SUPPLIES - RENTAL AND SALE OF
CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WALKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZERS.

•
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
you have yet had to make, we suggest you consider
joininl us at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most every·
one else, we Offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits,
including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more important to you and your
future, is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record of
stability. You will be working on challenging new prob·
lems of propulsion.

-' ..,- ·

NAME------------------------------------

STREET ADDRESS' ________________________

CITY & STATE--------------~-----------

l l'

And make no mistake' about it ••• you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution ·to our
nation's economic growth• and to its national defense
as well.
.nn:
'•H .

SCHOOL------------------------------~-

DEGAEE(S) __________,GRADUATION DATE-----------

l t 1 Your degree can ba ai!JS} rv'fS or PhD in: MECHANICAL

t•

. ) t • • AERONAUTICAL
tltltTRICAL • CHEMICAL EN·
GlNEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCI. • ENCE OR APPLIED• MECHANICS.

For more specific information (and immediate action)
concerning a career with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, write
today (or use coupon) to Mr. William L.. Stoner, Engineer·
ins Building l·A, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hart·
ford, Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER • • • POWER FOR PROPULSION-·'
POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILlTARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

lost Identification

··---

Three activity cards were left
at polling places during Friday's
election. They may be picked up
from Hazel-Ann Isgar in the Activities Center. The three cards
belong to Jean Karen James,
Kathryn T, Baca, and Shelagh N.
Swinson.

MtM.£1t' ,.i:OtfiAL OIPOIIT IN.UII'ANC£ COIIrORATtOH

··--·

REAL MONEY!

Expanding military and commercial business
has created even more openings.

I

College to Admit
Students ·on Aid

J:

don't make it a shopping trip
for clothes. In clothes this is a ·
do-it-yourself country. All they
sell is the material.
All-Day Trip
The only road from Chihuahua
to Los Mochis .is via the Chihua·
hua at Pacifico Railroad. The train
ride takes all day and is tiring.
It goes through 72 tunnels and
many enjoy seeing the green
mountain vegetation after just
coming from half a day or desert
travel to Chihuahua.
Chihuahua is an interesting
city :with its stop signs backed
by Pepsi ads, its barefoot, curious kids and its skinny barking
dogs.
The tour includes a stop at
Pancho Villa's mansion with Mrs.
Pancho Villa as a guide.

The UNM Young Democrats
will meet Tueeday, April 26 at
7: 30 p.m. in Room 250-C in the
Union The topic for discussion

will be the upcoming Statewide
Young Democrats Convention .
May 28. Several candidates both
on the state and county level will
be present to make short speeches
on their behalf.

or

.d·

At Radcliffe

<

History Awards

gives the vacationer a feeling
that he is indeed on a vacation
and that time has slowed down
for him.
Can Rent Boats
Boats are readily available for
rent ($4 per hour including tackle
and · crew), and out on the bay
time goes even more slowly. The
crews are· friendly ;md if you
wish, you· can have them stop for
swimming. The water is perfect,
but beware of the sand, it can
get hot enough to burn your feet.
If you sit on the bow of the
boat a while, you are bound to ·
see a porpoise or two who will
delight in showing off. They appear every hour or so to play
with the boat and see what's going on.
There is a lovely market place
in downtown Los l\lochis, but

Young Democrats

Editor Deadline
Moved to May 2

Pre-Med Meeting

. .
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u
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Is the MIRAGE really a mirage???

ennison Speaks
To New Senators
·In First Meeting
SPORTS~ PAGE

,

'' .

LOBO Editor Jim Jansson and
·Morning Editor 'Bob Storey Will
attend the Rocky Mountain College Press Association's annual
convention in Flagstaff, Arizona,
EDITOR PAUL COUEY
this weekend.
Managing
Editor 'Barbara
Warne will take charge of theSplit Doubleheader
newspaper in Jansson's absence.
Jansson said Student Publications Board had approved his request to attend the meeting because of the outstanding educational value it offered in its instructional journalism seminars
New Mexico took its fjrst WAC
In the second tilt New Mexico and because he requested that the
baseball victory of the season in out-hit the visitor, 8-4. Scott Chil-' LOBO be entered into as many of
the final game of a three-game dress and Mark Johnson went two the press contests as possible to
series with the University of Ari- for three, knocking in two runs see how it stacked up to. the other
zona at UNM field.
apiece to account for all of" the regional publications.
The visiting :Wildcats upended Lobo's scoring.
Featured speaker for the conthe Lobos on Friday afternoon,
The Loss in the second contest
vention
will be former Republican
6-5. On Saturday Arizona took the went to Ralph Sallee (4-3).
Presidential
nominee Barry Goldfirst game, 10-4, but New Mexico O'Brien's record remained unwater.
Goldwater
will deliver the
edged the visitors, 4-3 in the blimished at 7-0.
keynote
address
at
the awards
closer.
· The Lobos taken Highlands Unibanquet
and
will
speak
as a noted
Have 27-11 Record
versity of Las Vegas here today
newspaper
columnist
and
photogArizona upped its record to at 3 p.m.
rapher.
.
27-11 during the series and 3-3 in
the southern division of the conference. New Mexico's record
stands at 18-11. UNM is 1-5 in
league play.
Key to the game on Friday was
Arizona's ability to get 10 bits off
The Kiva Club will bold a constarter Jim Kalk in the first four
ference
May 6-7 on campus to dis· innings and hand on for the viccuss the problems and resJionsitory.
Sophomore ~ob McAulay, makLOS ANGELES (CPS) An bUities of students who are edU;
ing a name :for himsel:f quite :fast, unlisted phone number that ap- cated members o£ an Indian
took his seventh victory of the peared in the UCLA humor maga- tribe.
season in the second game of the zine may cause the publishers a
Theme for the Southwestern
double header when he held the good deal of trouble.
regional meeting is "You, the
Wildcats to four hits. He .needed
The number appeared in an il- . Contemporary Indian." Chairhelp from Bill Posen in the lustration with a story entitled man is Virgil Gatewood, a sophoseventh. He has two losses on the "A UCLA Primer." The illustra- more architecture student from
season total.
,
tion showed a bluebook, used for Gallup.
Outhit Lobos
About 400 persons are expected
taking examinations, with a key
The 'Cats out-hit the Wolfpacks taped to the cover. Under the to attend. They will come from
in the first game on Saturday, key was the phone number.
New Mexico, Utah, Colorado, Ari16-11. Ace Wildcat hurler Pat
The number turned out to be zona, Wyoming, Oklahoma and
O'Brien gathered two hits in real. It was the unlisted number Texas.
·
three times at bat, while knocking that belonged to a former UCLA
in two runs to contribute to his coed who isn't at all impressed
own victory.
with what's been happening since
the magazine came out.
Her attorney said she had to
have her phone disconnected because "readers with mischief on
their minds" began calling the
number at all hours of the day
and night.
The number was used quite inadvertently, the magazine's editor,
(Continued from Page 1)
Lawrence Grobel, said. Grobel
tors, Sam Carnes, speculated to said he used the last four digits
the LOBO that one of the candi- of his hometown number and adddates, Chuck Worley, might call ed a Los Angeles prefix.
ADVERTISING RATES:
for a recount of the votes. W orThe attorneys say such inad- CLASSIFIED
line ad•• 65e-4 tim01, $2.00. Irt.tertiono
ley was twenty-sixth in the vot- vertent use is not necessarily a 4muot
be submitted by noon on day before
ing order, only two votes behind legal defense, and they have a publication to Room 159. Stud011t PublleaLynna Joseph, the last Senator. long Jist of cases to substantiate tions Building. Phone 217-4002 or 211-U02.
FOR SALE
Joseph polled 730 votes, Worley their point. The former · coed is
3'
ll
JJEDROOJI,
1
bath, fireplace. oeparate
polled 728.
improssed with that. She may sue.
dining room, corner .lot w/alley ..,.,_
Results of the voting on the
to walled tard w/innet walled patio. 0.8
miles to UNJf, 323 Amherat Dr. SE.
constitutional amendments and
$14,260: S460 down. 277-2020; 256-1243.
the opinion poll concerning the
4/22, 21i, 27, 28.
makeup pf the Yell Leaders were
MUST lldl or trad-Ponehe 1111 hardtob
conrertlblot. Make otter. Call Dr. Chapmari,,
not available at press time .
298-l4(f4.
.
4-13, 21 '
Irregularity Reported
MlJI.I'f
84!11:
JI011da
SPCJrt
50,
1H4
Model :
From dawn to discotheque
One irregularity concerning
mrull,llt 8bape, new tire. Call art..r,
campaign procedures was report11:00 p.m., .John Mual-871-1663.
r j'
they're really with it ••• Permaed. Fred Seligson, Dennison supOn t11e basis of recommend. - · - ,
. .
4·20, 21, 22
' nently pressed 50% Fortrel P.OI~
porter, was reported to have been tions made by the Safety Commit.JlJmV~X:.::CES=---ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
stuffing Dennison campaign ma- tee, it has . been decided to estab- m>iWmil'lrC';;;e, " r~pal~. Speelal
~IM W IJHJf studen!ll on all m""hlneo.
terial into copies of the LOBO Iish a Safety ·OffiJce· w 1"th a full
Wrangler your best buddy from
YtMI pkkUp /Jo deJIVet)l, E " E Typ.,_
..,.lrer I'Jervf<:<~. 2211 Coal BE, phon~>
and distributing the papers to time Safety Coordinator who will
early classes to just-one-more243·0JIJ~.
students in the Union. When report to the President through
and erutlve alteration•
frug at midnight ... and they're
questioned by the LOBO, Selig· the Comptroller. This office, which l'JI:llSONAUZEu
and r•tylfng, Sewing and mendln... Mn.
llover, 201 Stanford BE (eloll4! to Unl•
son said, "Yes, I was doing it, has been operating informally for
guaranteed for one year1s normal
venlty), phone 242-1&33.
but I only handed out abopt three several months, will have formal
wear.
statUS
as
of
July
1.
PERSONALS
or four copies of the paper beThe function of the office will GIRL to •hare apartm~nt expen•es with·
fore elections committee officials
They stay like new forever. In a
Workinlf woman and email eon. 2 Dioel<s
be
stopped me.'' When · asked if he
to provide assistance and eonfrom bu• line. Call Carol. at 242-8051
full range of colors and styles.
between 8 am·6 pm. 4/22, 25, 27.
knew that the practice was suiting service to ·all units of the
against election . procedures, he University in matters relating to GREETING canis for f!V/017 oeculon. Con•
SEE lllll 1i 2011 SW
replied, 11No, I had. no idea it safety, to the end that facilities,
t;:f'd,~~l'>fnvf::~e:;~ :!:'i.a:'~H=11!J
was." ·
equipment, and operations in all
Hallmark, 3501 I.omu NE.
FOR FAMOUS
The new Associated Students areas are as safe as possible: It FLYING atudenta eh«k our .,..,.. lower
MR.
WRANGLER
· furth er· Jn
• te n· de d to IDI
• •t•Ja te· · offer,
rates, Many
Alk about the S&.OO lntroduetMF
officerll, once the election returns Ill
additional featureo at no
SIURTS & SLACKS
extra ...t. Calf Southw..tem Sb-n.
have been declared official by Stu· safety education programs for.the
HELl' WANTED
dent Court, will take their oaths encouragement of positive' attior write.
of office and begin their official tudes toward safety among all in-. WANTED: Coleman Travelotead tor stu·
duties in the annual honors as~ dividuals and groups wJto study, . dent Senate. Reward olfered, a Senator
•·
d
t
h
to represent. all Rl'oUIHI on campllll.
Wot:'!i• ..~ _ nte~ .• on ~ ! e-'II)I!US., , , •
4-zo, zt; z~
350 l"lfthAv.e~:~ue,.New York, N.Y. 10001
sembly thi11 Thuf~~~¥ ,night. .
1

Lobo Baseballers Edge Arizona to Win
First WAC Conference Victory, 4-3

Magazine's Prank
Couses Trouble
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May 6 Conference

Cramming
Clowning:.·
Crashing
Pubbing ~
Frugging

By ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
Noted columnist, Ann Landers
said in a speech sponsored by the
Newman Forum Monday night at
UNM that too many people today
know the price of eve1·ything and
the value of nothing.
Miss Landers whose home
newspaper is the Chicago SunTimes, has a syndicated column
on advice not only to the love-lorn
but on all aspects of daily living.
She has a total of 54 million readers of 660 neWspapers.
"I find that people want to
know about other things than the
affairs of the heart," Miss Landers said.
She said that she has learned
thrce thingS in her ten year
career.

Voters. OK Three -.
New Amendments
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First, everyone is lonely deep
inside and crys to be understood.
Second, trouble is not always bad,
for it is the common denominator
to living. It makes one humble.
Third, money is our most over1·ated commodity. People with
money have many problems. "It
can buy delicious food, but it
cannot buy an appitlte," she said.
Miss Landers said that one big
problem in our country today is
that a one-eyed monster has
threatened to breed a race of pco·
ple without vocal cords. The television set is a symptom of a national disease-boredom. "More
divorces are caused by falling
asleep than any single act."
Directing people to service
agencies such as the A. A. Chap·
ters, homes for unwed mothers,
and marriage counseling offices,
is one of her main duties.
CoI umns Not For Laughter
"I know some people read my
columns for enjoyment, but I do
not write to l'Oll people in the
ailses," she said. But she said she
realizes that laughter can be good
medicine for it can "take the
sting out of misery."
Almost. a half of Ann Landers'

All the amendments to the new'
Associated Students Constitution
passed except the one stating that
one member of the Student Rl'l.dio
Board would be a senator.
Amendments that passed in the
election were:
1-The right of the defendant
in Student Court were clarified ..
The defendant shall not be com·
By J, MARK LONO
pelted to witMss against himself.
ColJegiate Press Service
He shall have the asl!istance of
counsel for hill defense.
Joseph C. Didinger was a bright
2-The Nationl Student Al'!so- young man married to a beauticiation Coordinator shall have a ful , alert girl. Last December he
scholarship index of at least 2.0 was busy readying his 45-foot,
while he is in office. He must also two-masted yawl :for a proposed
be a member of the Associated sailing venture to the West InStudents and have attended the dies.
University fol' at least two semesEarly this January, Joseph
ters. These qualifications are the Didinger was the subject of an
same as those required o:t the official U.S. arl!ly statement:
president, vice president, treas"At approximately 9:30 a.m.
urer ,administrative assistants,
on January 4, 1966, Joseph Didinand the attorney general.
3-The function of the National ger, a pre-inductee from Thorn·,, and International Aqairs Com- berry Township, Pa., fell from a
mittees were clarified. The. Com- window of an unoccupied office on
mittee shall be composed of :tour the third floor of the armed forcel'!
· ~tudents, two faculty members, examining and entrance station,
and one representative of the a!J- · Boston Army Base. He was reministration. OtiC of the student ferred :for pre-induction by
members shall be a Senator and Somet•ville
Selective
Service
another shall serve as chairman.
B(lard 22 and wal'! une of 266 pre•

mail comes from men. "These men
are usually worrle.d about women
such as their mother-in-law or
sister, but usually their letters
are about their wife or girlfriend
or the deadly combination of the
last two," she said. She said men
tell her she "sounds like a hardboiled cookie who knows the
score."
Morality Most Argued Subject
Ann Landers said that morality
is the most passionately argued
subject in our times but no two
people can agree on morals.
"Children want to act like
adults, and adults want to act
more like children," Mis Landers
said.
She said a fourth of her mail
~Continued on page 8)

Sacretary Needed
Applications are available
for Associated Students secretary. The applications may be
picked up in the Activities Center of the Union and must be
returned to the student government secretary by May 6. The
position is full-time and pays
more than $200 a month.

d
h
•
ues ay is first executive appointments for the new student
government year.
Appointed to administrative
posts were Tom Miller, Executive
Administrative Assistant; Dick
Baker, Attorney General, and
Steve Bacchus, Treasure.
Dennison also made two interim appointments to fill vacant
committee positions until the end
of this academic year. He named
Ernie Romero to the Committee
on the University and Tom Griffin
to the Union Board.
Dennison announced that students may now begin applying..for
executive committee positions for
n¢xt year. Applications may· be
picked up at the student government desk in the Activities Center
of the Union or from Dennison in
his office.
Positions open are Publications
Board, 4; Radio Board, 4; Union
Board, 2; Cultural Events Committee, 7; Rally Committee, 4;
Committee on the University, 1
(chairman); Student Committee,
4; National Student Association,
2; and National and International
Committee, 2.
T
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A complaint has been filed in
Student Court contending that
"balloting in the election was not
a secret Australian ballot," Chief
Justice William Vicary reported
last night.
Court Will hear discussion on
the complaint tonight. Vicary
said that the deadline for filing
election complaints is 1 p.m. Friday. "Anything submitted after
Friday will have no standing," he
said .
Vicary said Chuck Worley,
candidate for Senate in last Friday's election, is seeking a recount. Worley missed election by
a narrow margin. "He (Worley)
indicated his intention to go first
to the Elections Committee i.n
asking for a recount."
'"
Chuck Worley said last night
that he has asked for a recount.
"I've lost by one vote.'' Worley
said he had asked Ward Goeberle,
Chairman of the Elections Committee for a recount. Worley
added he would take the case to
Student Court if the committee
refused to recount.

Universities Act to Curb Suicides

UNM Safety Office
Will Be Established

,.,

Jl!!l..t

Ann Landers Criticises Dennison Nomes

Kiva Club to Hold

Shirts and Sl
or
FORTREL'J and cotton

~····~"

~L.

ence" as they begin to form the new ~~vernment under the constitution. c;-n the left is vice-president Jim McAdams. (LOBO
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STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT-ELECT, Dan Dennison is shown
a~ he welcomed the first session of ~he new Student Senate. Den-

•Students Select
New Government
• '.f

•

'

Student Senate held it's first
meeting last night under the ~
constitution and with the newly
elec!;ed senators; · The session
hear~ add1·esses by Student Body
P1•estdent-elect Dan ·Dennison
and Vice-President elect Jim Me~
Adams.
Dennison told the senators that
they were embarking on an exciting experience. He told them
that he wanted them to work together to make the new form of
government work.
' ~ ~ounces Appointments
t~f{!Iso announced the following; a\Jpointments which were ap. proved by the body; Dtck Baker
·as 'Attm·ney General, Steve Baclcus as Treasurer, and Tom Millei· as administrative assistant.
Dennison stated that he would
not attend the Senate meetin~
because he felt that he would be
violating the separation of power between the Senate and the
president. He also warned the
Senators that. "they are a legislative body and were not to function like the old student council. .
Jim McAdams stepped firmly
into his role of president of senate and he announced to the senators that he expected them to
work and that he would not hesitate . to ·criticize and punish them
(Continued on Page 4)

.'

inductees undergoing physical examinations.''
Didinger was 22. He was a
hardworking man with varied· interests. H1l was in the Merchant
Marine; he built boats; he was a
garage mechanic, And for two
years he worked in the rare books
section of the University of Pennsylvania library.
had been a student at Pennsylvania State University but he
had stayed there only a year. ltis
father, a Philadelphia architect
who himself was graduated from
Penn State, explained why: "The
place is too big now, much bigger
than in my days, and I think my
son asked his professors too many
questions. He was fascinated by
logic and when he was in high
school he used to take special
evening classes in the subject. He
was always searching :lor truth.
He asked a lot of questions.''
·

He

It is no longer a secret that ·but remorseful homosexual. Alcolleges have problems with though the well known Yale Clinic
drugs, sex,. and thievery. The was established in 1925, only 11
word is now also getting out that of the 25 were undergoing any
students, many students, have kind of professional treatment.
Cornell Made Study
t.''serious emotional problems, and
that some of them end in l'!Uieide. . A more recent study, "Suicide
•Tendencies Among College StuSuicide Second in Death Rate
Suicide is the second greatest dents," was was conducted at
cau!le of death among American Cornell University by Drs. Leif
male college students. A survey J. Braaten and C. Douglas Darof 209 deaths occurring at Yale ling. The two men studied 134
University between 1920 and 1955 students from the general student
showed that 92 students died in patient population at Cornell.
They fomid that 81 of these 124
accidents and 24 had committed
students
had at least occasional
suicide.
thoughts
of suicide; 23 of these
The belief that only introverts
had
frequent
thoughts and an·
are suicide prone wal'l dispelled at
other
16
actually
attempted ,suiYale-10 of the 25 held student
cide.
Other
findings
of the study
offices, six were athletes, and 10
were:
belonged to fraternities.
-There seemed to be a definite
At the time they died, eight
were having financial trouble, five trend toward more suicide tendenhad had their marriage proposals cies among undergraduate sturefused, and one was' a practicing
(Continued on page 7)
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